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All Campus Party

Is Huge Success

Football, Home Game Nov. 16

The students of the electrical department have organized a club to be known as the Polyphase Club. The name is taken from that section of electrical theory dealing with more than one alternating current. After the beginning has learned about single phase, two phase, and three phase apparatus, he is now ready to contemplate any number of phases or polyphase work. Also, the best possible of the same polyphase has a peculiar meaning to our students. The application of the name of the club was unanimously resolved and led to its adoption.

The club meets on an alternating Friday evening in the second room of the Electrical Engineering building. Gilbert Ewan is president; Joe Gyorgy, vice-president; and Emile Richier, treasury-secretary. Programs will be arranged by the committee led by Terry Cranford.

Arrangements have already been made to have you meet as many of the prominent theses. The year's inspection trips may be listed as:

- Don't Forget That Last Home Game Nov. 16
- The Polyphase Club Has Active Plans
- Introducing the Team As Shown Above
- Poly Junior College Both Vocational and Academic

The Polyphase Club

Introducing the Team As Shown Above

In case you are few are wondering about these fellows, let us give you a slight introduction. Hatchett, the tail end and played the sub position last year, is going across this year to the new position. Harry Young is the left end. In his place comes CURTIS. This is another new fellow who is not at all bashful when it comes to tearing holes in the opponent's defense. Hayes, a letterman from last year, is going stronger than ever at tackle position. When he takes somebody's body he is not likely to let it go, but rather go on and be more than likely after the man. He is more than other than Jack Smith. B. Carter, the biggest man on the team, is very capable of holding down the center position with his two hundred and five pounds and four years of football experience at Poly. Barca, flashy end, has you safe on thePoly phase. And, lastly, there is Barra.

In the backfield are the same four who put Poly through a good season last year, Fry, better known as "Horses," holds down the quarter position in great style. Milligan, known as "Fish", holds one of the half back positions in good shape. Tom Brown, coming out, shows up square, but goes up. Stetson is playing full back. On the backfield there are no stopping them. Corredy is playing full, and how bad that boy hits that man.
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Planes Rate At Poly

Would we be allowed to own our own planes at the school?" asked Frank L. Martens-Dec., 1929.

Former Polyite Married

Stewart is a graduate of the class of '17.

During his stay in school here, he was popular with Poly students. For two years he was on the football team. In his freshman year he was also prominent in military circles, and was a member of the Poly Gun Club.

The young couple will make their home in Van Nuys where the bridegroom is employed at Kathleen’s Jewelry.

Poly Junior College Both Vocational and Academic

Our Junior College, which was introduced as an experiment three years ago, has now become a very valuable part of the service which the school renders the state.

High school graduates have been attending Poly to study increasing numbers for several years before this.

These students have appreciated the opportunities afforded them vocational educational and have felt the lack of such work much more acutely than they offered in the four years program. It is now in its third year. It is not in attempt to indicate that it is the needs that our Junior College was organized.

Mr. John Cooper, at that time superintendent of education in California, conferred to greater benefit on California Polytechnic than when he authorized the establishment of a Junior College course at this institution.

While the primary purpose of the course is vocational, many subjects valuable for university transfer are necessarily provided for vocational students.

It is possible with the addition of a very few courses of academic type, to fit this Polytechnic to the desires and needs of the intelligent student.

The proportion of such students will always be small.

Such students, moreover, will include in their program a fair amount of practical work, and by learning gradually, they will receive a good help in the solution of technical problems.

Planes Rate At Poly

Would we be allowed to own our own planes at the school?" asked Frank L. Martens-Dec., 1929.

Frank, together with a friend from his home village, wanted to attend Poly as a Polyite. They said they "dreaded the prospect of going to Poly because you could have your own airplane on the campus." They were authorized to come on a special arrangement for a Polyite.

You could have your own airplane on Poly without having your own car with automobiles, was Dr. Arnold's reply. "Two of the boys have built planes now.

One of the most unusual Fords on the campus are about to be supplanted. The old order changing, gadgets coming to place.

Mechanics Association

The Mechanics Association enjoyed a trip to Ogden last Friday, October 29. These fellows, who were certainly found out what a gas refining plant is composed of, were very much interested in the tour. At the end of the tour, the members of the Poly Junior College were organized.

The trip was not only an educational one, but a trip to one of the most beautiful places in the United States. The members of the association who went on this trip were shocked at the beauty of the place. You follow the campus who were not on the trip, you will be well rewarded. The trip was not only an enjoyable one, but you will be able to follow the Polygram while going home on the train.

"Horses" Heads the Junior Farm Center

The Junior Farm Center held its first meeting imitating the monthly period Monday. This meeting was given to the Polytechnic, so that those interested in the farm work could get together an idea of the work which is being done on the campus. Friday afternoon, the meeting was held.

The possibilities of "Horses" were shown to the Polytechnic. A man who knows the farm work well, he is the best person to do the job. His name is "Horses," and he will always be a good farmer.

"Horses" heads the Junior Farm Center.
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Patronize Those Who Advertise

THE POLY CRACKERS

Dear Poly Crackers:

Please tell me how to enjoy a college game and also the follow­ing:

You're to know,

Dear Emmett,

If you want the advice of a "technique-teacher," ask Bob.

You're helpless,

Dear Poly Crackers,

Isn’t it so that the college game is our last chance and all we ever have?

Your's wondering,

Dear Coach Agnon,

Perhaps you're in the lead, that the only cure for mud holes and worms is:

As ever,

Press Club Reorganizes

And Officers Elects

The Press club held its first meeting of the year on October 2nd. Owing to the fact that part of the members were unable to attend for this year, a new president and vice-president were elected: Robert Caneva was elected president; Evas Carne was elected vice-president. The Press Club banquet last spring, was attended by all members of the Press Club. Various interesting events will be planned for the coming year. The members are eager to travel either to San Francisco or to Los Angeles, in fact any place which may be in its office papers or newspaper offices.

The Galley will be a regret of the "Bar-B-Q" for the next year. Mr. Caneva is almost sure to have the most on the line. The whole club was well satisfied with this year’s banquet.
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Dear Poly Crackers,

..."...

Ag Notes

One hundred members of feeder pigs have been sent to Mr. Kenneth Wald, John H. Brown, and Joe Vuono. Mrs. H. D. M. Missori, Joe Bioger, Emmett Carneva, Elsie Barlow, Ray Venner, Deen, John Wine, and Burt O'Nally.

Last year Mr. McFarland made a very successful trip to the fair and attended the roundup. Joe Vuono, Bill Winningham and White Hammers were all there. Joe Vuono was so impressed by the herd that he bought some young Herefords from the Agricultural College and started his own line. These calves are out of our own breeding.

Mr. C. E. McFarland, who attended the roundup, said otherwise that the meat is not what it is today, but a school not yet ten years old.

Dear Poly Crackers,

..."
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PHILIPPE ALBERT: What is your idea of harmony?

JAMES WAY: A frolicking, frolic girl in a polka dot dress hoisting a coiled rug.

Jack Smith: I'm crazy about you.

Barney Street: Well, run along then.

Tina: That's all.

Teacher: What is the definition of geometry?

Bob Umburtis: A dead Scotsman.

Sweeds Judson: Would you care to have the next dance?

Berta: With pleasure; would you understand French?

Brother: Mother, you know better.

Gymnast: In what form is your friend coming?

Mill: Why don't you make your drawings natural?

Shmuel: Natural! Why, I draw a boil today, and when you put it in the waste-bucket it feels better.

WILL YA, HUR?

Glories Irene: Hasn't your father, just a passing grade, will you, and a strong back is your thought?

Polly: William why don't you make your drawings natural?

Shmuel: Natural! Why, I draw a boil today, and when you put it in the waste-bucket it feels better.

Mr. Ball: Why don't you make

Miss Smith: I'm crazy about you.

Kenneth Way: A freckled faced girl, with prominent teeth.

Bill Judson never refused a thing in his life.-----The Poly hogs are going to take over the bleachers behind the power house.-----“Eye-shield” is Bob Rinn's new name from a Santa Barbara girl, who lived about thirty years.

They have a deadlocks in their hair.

This is no insane asylum.

A new one, of course.

Junior: They are going to lay a track.

Junior: To keep the players from striking them.

Freshy: What do they want to do to us?

“Poof”: No, I started it, but it was

in the nursery.
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Believe It Or Not

By "Slim" and "Chop"

When better things are written, will we write it.

Burt: Ves, I'm going up all Poly.

Harvey Hering has been sold at auction and was

in the nursery.

The little "Parsnip" in giving up Saturday night, she promises faithfully that she will see you again.

That surely was a good what part you had.

A very old, but a fine, day.

Would rather be a gander. Geese do

have a curl on his tail. Ganders don't

has a curl on his body. Some geese is ganders and

is a gander. They use my friend.

You take her hand and say, "good-

bye."-----Do not ask me. If you need W *

*take it.

I oof" Wood singing a song.

Mr. Umburtis: He's a girl scout.

Mr. Ball: Why don't you make

Miss Smith: I'm crazy about you.

Cavanagh: Have you read "Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea?" 1' night."

I'm out scouting for girls.

"Poof": Don't ask me. If you need W *

*take it.

If I oof" Wood singing a song.

Father: How ia that, son?

Mr. Umburtis: How is he doing?

Hersiehurst: Football, basketball,

and a carload of-

Selz Shoe*

Buddy in giving up slg Poly

Interwoven Hosiery * Stetson Hat* Adler'* "Collegian Clothe*

Kuppenheimer Clothe*

Pioneer Stages

BUSSES FOR LARGE PARTIES—REA3GNAULE RATES

894 Higuera, * Phone 7,11-J

OBISPO THEATRE ELMO THEATRE

Sound Pictures Silent Pictures

Matinee Dally _ Saturday, Sunday and Holidays

894 Higuera, * Phone 7,11-J

OBISPO THEATRE ELMO THEATRE

Work days, hollerin' "Hello BUI."
Poly Mustangs Win Over Taft J. C. 21-0

Defeat Taft, J.C.—troubled the Mustangs all afternoon but was intercepted by Poly.

The Poly defense was full of spirit throughout. The game was full of thrills throughout.

The Mustangs were unable to get on the board until the third quarter when the ball was held by the Poly line and was finally recovered for a touchdown by Westmeyer.

The Poly defense was able to hold the ball linebacker, Cardow, and tackle, Westmeyer, were both intercepted by Poly.
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